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BEGINNING
My ballet performance was based on a French fairytale by Christian Pineau. The plot for this
project was chosen by me a long time ago, I really looked forward to the opportunity for its
embodiment in music.
The first thing I needed to do was to consult with my teachers and discuss the conditions - what
deadlines, how much music can be written and what construction of orchestra I am allowed to
choose for this. I also asked to help me organise cooperation with a ballet school, which I chose
for this myself.
LHI CONDITIONS:
Concert performance May 5, 2019 in Salurinn, rehearsals from the end of April. By April 15, scores
and parts should be ready.
30 minutes of music to write (not more)
Maximum 15 people of the CAPUT orchestra including the conductor. The selection of
instruments should be similar to another student - Christian, because it’s impossible to have two
diﬀerent constructions of orchestra.
Professional sound recording from a concert.
LISTDANSSKÓLI ÍSLANDS CONDITIONS:
The performance will be staged as part of the Christmas concert of the ballet school in the winter
of 2019.
Sound recordings should be ready and I should send them to Ballet School director at the end of
August.
When we figured out the details, the main question was: will I have enough time to write and
orchestrate in six months???
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE:
It was not only to come up with ballet. From a technical point of view, it was necessary to fit into
all the deadlines and limits of the school. The composer, in addition of being an artist, must also
be a very practical person. And be able to moderate your imagination somewhere or find other
ways of embodiment your ideas.
My first thought was to make a high-quality recording of music - since I had no opportunity to pay
for live rehearsals. In addition, the musicians on the day of the premiere might not even be in
Iceland at all. So it was a very correct thought, which was confirmed in practice.
Another practical thing was that the ballet school would receive a fixed record that would not
change in tempo and nuances throughout the rehearsal process. Whereas live performance would
always be diﬀerent to one degree or another.
SCORE COMPLEXITY
I knew in advance that there would be only 2 rehearsals and recording right after. I refused
complex techniques and the lack of a rhythmic structure in my score was also due to practical
considerations. Firstly, technically diﬃcult episodes are fraught with mistakes in the recording (we
had only two takes for each movement - one of them was like insurance, so it could be material to
choose from later), and there wasn’t much time to sit and practice all this things - even though
professionals play it.
Secondly, Guðmundur Helgason, the director of the ballet school asked me not to complicate the
text too much and, if possible, to maintain the rhythmic structure so that the dancers had
something to rely on. The performers were to be children aged 8 to 15 years.
SOUND RECORDING
I asked to record before the concert in order to minimise noise. Each instrument had its own
microphone, which very well caught everything happening around. And since the noise could not
be avoided at the concert (someone was late, someone squished the door, dropped something,
started talking, etc.), then recording before the concert was a very good idea.
TIME LIMIT
At the time I started, I already had a plan for the whole performance. But the School gave me a
maximum of 30 min. music, so I needed to choose exactly which episodes I want to write. The
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choice of episodes depended directly on the set of instruments - the transportation and rental of
which I could hardly aﬀord.
PREPARING FOR ORCHESTRATION
I also had ideas about which instruments I needed. In order to describe the world of fairies, I
chose this set of key instruments: harp, vibraphone, marimba, celesta, glockenspiel, crotales,
electronics (on sound recordings). The exact set of instruments had to be ordered for six months
and I had to compose specially for this set. In addition, it was necessary to make sure that this
orchestra construction coincided with the set of instruments of another student - Christian, with
whom we had to perform at the graduation concert.
My teacher Ulfar wrote me the standard composition of CAPUT, after that I took a list of
Christian’s instruments and based on these two lists I wrote a third one for myself - removing
what I can easily avoid and adding the right one.
CAPUT standard set

Christian’s set

My ballet set

flute

flute

flute

oboe

oboe

oboe

clarinet

clarinet

clarinet

bassoon

bassoon

horn

horn

horn

percussion I

trumpet

violin

percussion II

trombone

viola

harp

percussion

cello

piano

harp

double bass

celesta

piano

violin I

violin I

violin II

violin II

viola

viola

cello

cello

double bass

double bass

conductor

Having 2 percussionists and two pianists (for piano and celesta separately) gave me freedom in
texture of the score and its colour representation. I cancelled almost the whole brass group
(except horn), because I was composing mostly about fairies and brass instruments could give
the wrong impression and make my score sound heavy.
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BALLET PLAN
(Episodes, that I composed for my ballet marked by green colour)
Part I:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Prologue. The Country of Dreams
Moon Fairies
Flower Fairies
Star Dust Fairies
Something else Fairies…..
The Most Beautiful Fairy (Rosette variations)
Invisible Dance
Francois
Fairy Council
Meditating on a Cloud (Flying Ballerina)
A Body of wax and a Bunch of Violets…

Part II:
*The First Day of My Human Life
* Road to South
* Joik (port scene)
* Forgotten Dreams
* Meet Francois
* On Moon Language
* Spirits
* The Scorching Sun
* A Bunch of Faded Violets
* Epilogue. Voice of Silence

THE BALLET LAYOUT
I divided my story in two parts - fairy world (blue) and human world (green). In each column is
written a list of episodes which are related to this category. The love story (marked by red color)
are in between fairy and human world. So the orchestration is mixed there.
FAIRIES WORLD

LOVE STORY

HUMAN WORLD

————————>

Interpenetration of worlds

<————————

————————>

Mixing of orchestration

<————————

only fairies:

any interaction between fairies
world and human world:

only human:

THE LIST OF EPISODES:
*MOON FAIRIES
*FLOWER FAIRIES
* FLYING BALLERINA
*FORGOTTEN DREAMS
*SPIRITS

*INVISIBLE DANCE
*ON MOON LANGUAGE

*THE FIRST DAY OF MY HUMAN
LIFE
*JOIK
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MY PREVIOUS WORKS
I tried to make a ballet based on this plot in Conservatoire. I did not have a clear plan and this was
my main mistake. The Conservatoire also limited me in time, so there was no talk of a full-fledged
performance. Recording was also done from two rehearsals. The only diﬀerence in my approach
then and now was that brass instruments were added to the episodes of the human world, but it
was absent from the episodes of the fairy world. There was also a genre feature - “tango” and
“tarantella” human world dances. For fairy dances, I wanted to find parallels in Baroque music
since fairies in the story are more ancient creatures than humans. Or create a fantasy form. As a
result, neither one nor the other happened - something average came out.
In both works there are clear boundaries of form - especially in order to build a dance form.
My knowledge of orchestration at the moment of my first work wasn’t excellent. And there was no
instruments that I wanted (such as celesta, for example).
And it was not a first fairytale I made before my ballet in Iceland. I made several stage
performances with Youth Theatre and with my friends-musicians. I was practicing my approach of
working with stories. And I would say that this is my favourite topic to work with.
ORIGINAL STORY ACCORDING TO THE BOOK
Fairies live on a distant planet - beautiful incorporeal creatures with the gift of eternal life. They
know everything about other worlds, fly at night among the stars, and even visit the Earth,
observe the life of people being invisible.
And one day, one of the fairies - Rosette - falls in love with a man, a student named Francois. And
asks the Fairy Queen to let her go to Earth to him. But fairies are forbidden to transform into
people under the threat of perpetual expulsion from the planet fairies. The Fairy Queen does not
want to let Rosette go and a great council is called. After much persuasion, the Queen gives her
permission, but imposes stringent conditions on Rosette so that other fairies do not follow her
example.
At parting, Rosette receives as a gift a human body made of barely warm wax. Fairies warn that
she should never approach the fire, live only in cold countries and protect herself from sunlights.
Otherwise, her body will melt, and she will never again be allowed to return to the fairy planet.
Fairies also give her a magical bunch of violets that will live as long as she does, and a pink
human dress in which they send Rosette to Earth.
Having descended to Earth, the fairy learns that Francois is sent to the place of his new duty
station somewhere to the South. South means heat. Rosetta understands everything, but still
rides after him.
They are found on the deck of a large ship, surrounded by the sea and stars. So all their night
dates go. In the afternoon, Rosette hides from the sun, and in the evening, when it is cool, she
goes to Francois. They fall in love, Francois makes plans for their future life together. But the
closer the ship is to its own, the more merciless and scorching the sun becomes. Rosette realises
that she is dying. And knowing that in the afternoon Francois sleeps to be near her all night, she
goes out at noon on a red-hot deck and exposes herself to the burning sun.
After lunch, one of the sailors brings Francois a pink dress that he picked up on the deck.
Francois runs to Rosette’s cabin, but nobody is there - only on the table is a bunch of faded
violets…
The afterword says that Rosette did not die, but only lost her body. The Fairy Queen did not want,
Rosette always wandered through the vast expanses of the Universe. And if you see a star in the
sky more pink and brighter than everyone else, "then know that the soul of a little melted fairy has
found shelter on it.”
OUR VERSION OF STORY IN BALLET PERFORMANCE
We had a time limit of 30 minutes. And, as I already said, these 30 minutes of music are not the
whole ballet, but only some of its episodes, given in chronological order. Nevertheless, Mummy
and I wanted to create a continuous storyline. He also had a very talented boy, whose solo he
would like to include in the ballet. But there was no other character. And Mummy, as if reading my
thoughts, decided to add another character - a storyteller, a wizard who watches what is
happening (like Gringoire from “Norte Damme de Paris” or Drosselmeyer from “The Nutcracker”).
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We conditionally called this character “Puppet Master”. He calls Rosette to Earth, connect the two
heroes and then takes her back. This is a boy in a silver suit, whose talent should be shown.
There is also no episode of Rosette's death from the sun. But Francois is left alone not realising was it a dream or was the whole adventure true? The sharp dramatic end of the death of the main
character is omitted in our version of the fairytale.
DESCRIPTION OF EPISODES THAT I SENT TO HEAD MASTER OF BALLET SCHOOL
“World of fairies. Fairy’s planet:
“MOON FAIRIES” and “FLOWER FAIRIES” - no soloists, crowd scene.
“Flower fairies” can be for smaller children in flower hats. It will be perfect I think.
“INVISIBLE DANCE”. Duo
Francois and Rosette. He is at his room. He can not see her because she is invisible. She is
dancing with him. Other fairies also can come and take a look. I would called this episode as
“birth of love”.
“FLYING BALLERINA” - Rosette’s solo. She is flying between sky and Earth. We need to show this
somehow in choreography. To have this feeling of floating in the air.
Then Rosette becoming a human. And it’s can be her solo episode. We can change her
choreography to show that she have her new body, she’s not immortal any more. And it’s called
“THE FIRST DAY OF MY HUMAN LIFE”. Could you please check the tempo. I feel that it’s a little
bit fast.
“JOIK” will be the crowd scene in the port. The ship is waiting and our heroes could feel big
adventure. It can be sailors dance. All city dancing.
Then it will be “FORGOTTEN DREAMS”.
Rosette are sleeping. And she could see her friends - fairies - they are looking like invisible ghosts
that came to dance on the water and tell her about danger.
“ON MOON LANGUAGE” - love duo of Rosette and Francois. They already met each other, fell in
love and this is their last dance, but Francois don’t know this. Rosette feels that her death are
close. This is her last evening with him.
“SPIRITS”.
The scene before melting. Rosette don’t want to die. Her friends-fairies dancing with her and
called her back home. She can’t see them. They are like spirits, like ghosts. But she can feel that
they dancing around her.
This is my feeling of the story”.
Further, according to my plan, Mummy held a meeting among the choreographers and they
divided the music into everyone. Thus, the work was carried out in parallel. Mummy staged all the
duets and solo episodes of the main characters.
Each of the choreographers added his own dance and put everything together into the big
picture. The moves and exits of the children were also very carefully thought out and rehearsed.
CHOREOGRAPHY
I did not set the task of choreographers to follow the classics exactly. I asked to lean on it and just
make it look beautiful. Beauty is the most important parameter for me in everything that I do. I left
the details to the discretion of the choreographers.
One of the important points was to show the diﬀerence between people and fairies
choreographically. In order for the Rosette-fairy to be diﬀerent from the Rosette-human, for other
fairies to look like alien creatures and their plastic of movements to be unearthly. I see this as a
very interesting artistic task.
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I would also like the children to be older, because I see my ballet not as a fairy tale for children,
but as a beautiful story for an adult audience. If you analyse the text of the tale itself, then it really
is written in a very childish language. I saw in this fairytale something more - a beautiful love story
full of meanings. And I planned to interpret it diﬀerently, to tell in an adult way. The text is very
colourful and I took key quotes from there to build the work.
But the ballet turned out to be a fairy tale for children, because it was performed by children and
because Mummy smoothed out some dramatic events, introducing a new character, and thus
avoiding the death of Rosette on stage.
Also, choreography was largely determined by the age and technical capabilities of the students.
In a very short period of time, the ballet school created an absolute masterpiece.
REFERENCES
First of all I took all stories of immortal love that I could find and I personally like, all stories that
similar to mine or have some parallel in any detail (magic creature becoming a human; magic in its
all kinds and the way of describing it in the score, dramatic and inspiring love stories and etc). The
works are not only from ballet and not only from classical music.
My working process was really look like “scoring a ballet” not composing. That’s why many of my
examples are film music. It’s because I have big passion to film music. And also because I
decided to put all my knowledge of composing film music in my work and try to experiment with
this and blend with my compositional approach.
As I mentioned at my premier - in the best traditions of Russian ballet music the story should be
beautiful fairytale. The key example for me for all times is P. Y. Tchaikovsky’s “Nutcracker”.
Here it will be the list of works, that I chose and worked with before I started my own ballet:
Lera Auerbach “The little Mermaid” (The story is essentially the same as mine, but absolutely
diﬀerent to my musical language. I watched interesting textures and orchestration techniques. I
also really liked the scene where the Little Mermaid seemed to float on stage. From the point of
view of choreography, this is brilliant.
Joby Talbot “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” - ballet-fairytale, where I found big influence of
film music and I liked very much. The music is very visual and composer himself had a huge
experience in TV music.
OST “Piter Pan” (magic, Fairies Dance)
OST “Harry Potter” 1-7 - especially first 3 parts composed by John Williams - the great master of
orchestration. The main reason of choosing this - magic as a main topic, rich dictionary of
orchestration.
OST “The Lord of the Rings” - songs of elfs, orchestration techniques.
OST “City of Angels” - story of magic transformation from Angel to Human, love story, beautiful
music by Gabrielle Yared.
OST “Brest Fortress” music by Yuri Krasavin. His teacher was Galina Ustvolskaya, the second
great name of Russian woman-composer after Sofia Gubaidullina and whose style had big
influence on him. Krasavin’s style is unique in writing dark music about death (this is one of the
most tragic films about Second world War).
OST “Stoning of Soraya” - Love and death, orchestration techniques
Alizbar - music for Celtic harp (fairies, unicorns, elfs - everything I like. Each track as a magic
story).
OST “Perfume”
OST “Romeo and Juliette” 2008 by Abel Korzeniowski - tragic love story, very beautiful music
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OST “The Twilight Saga: New Moon” by Alexandre Desplat - magic transformations, love story,
beautiful colourful music
OST “Pride and Prejudice” 2005, “Atonement” 2007, “Anna Karenina” 2012 - Dario Marianelli love story, beautiful music
French musicales “Notre Damme de Paris”, “Romeo and Juliette”
Music by C. Debussy, M. Ravel, J.Ph. Rameau - I was inspiring by French music because I took
French fairytale as a base for my work
R.Wagner “Tristan and Isolde” - tragic love story
Rimsky-Korsakov “The Snow Maiden” - the story about magic creature similar to mine, “Sadko” magic worlds, orchestration techniques, “Scheherazade” - orchestration techniques, charming
violin
Alexandre Dargomyzhsky “Mermaid” - story similar to mine, orchestration techniques
Cirque du Soleil shows: “Varekai” (floating in the air White Angel, magic creatures), “Corteo”,
“Allegria”
Edison Densov - piano piece “Spots on White”
S. Gubaidullina, G. Kanchelli, V. Silvestrov, O. Janchenko
S. Barber “Adagio for strings”
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DANCES:
MOON FAIRIES
This is part of the divertissement, in order to show the diversity of the fairies planet and to give
choreographers the opportunity to create diﬀerent characters of dances. I fantasized and came up
with all kinds of fairies - moon, flower, star, fairy-butterflies (they were not in the performance).
Moon fairies are those who dance in the dim light of the moon, perform magic dances, and then
dissolve in the air with the onset of dawn. Here I tried not to burden the orchestra, to keep the
muted colors. I cannot explain this set of instruments logically, this is my perception of color and
image. (I am visual kind of person, and color images help me to focus on my work. I often “see”
my music in the form of visual images). In my work on ballet, I used the mood board. Sometimes I
make a mood board for each composition individually.

The foundation of this episode is the smooth accompaniment of the harp, everything else
gradually insists on it. Solo cues are shared between a group of woodwinds, basses are given
only pizzicato to give support, but not to weight - since fairies are not people, they fly in the air.
This is the feeling I wanted to create. I use quite a lot of trills on the flute and the violins to show
the fluttering of the fairies' wings.
Bar 39 - v. I, v. II, viola are displayed in high register with long notes, creating the impression of
stretching sound spots. Woodwinds are in the middle with their line. This is the culmination of the
whole composition - tension builds up and suddenly breaks oﬀ, ending with two notes of
woodwinds in bar 51- to create the eﬀect of disappearance in the air, as if the fairies had melted in
the moonlight.
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FLOWER FAIRIES
This dance is also the part of the divertissement. I composed it for the smallest ballerinas. I
wanted to show them tiny creatures living inside a flower. And the second idea was a children's
box with a little ballerina spinning inside. Based on this image and its technical tasks - the
orchestration should not be overloaded, there should not be a feeling of heaviness - otherwise it
will be instantly increased in size of my little ballerinas. Therefore, the instrument set is very
“minimalistic” - flute, glockenspiel, vibraphone, celesta, violin - radiant, shiny, light, iridescent,
almost weightless. There are no heavy basses and all instruments are moved to high register. The
boundaries of the form are clearly delineated - which makes the music understandable and well
remembered for children.

FLYING BALLERINA
I planned this movement as a solo of Rosette. This is an episode from the book when the Fairy
Queen sends Rosette to think about her decision. There are such words: “The fairy was between
the earth and the sky, between darkness and the moonlight. The silent city was sleeping at her
feet, and all the silver of the world shone above her head. What choice could she make?”
Rosette sat on a cloud and looked at the Earth. I remembered the acrobatic dance of the White
Angel under the ceiling from the Cirque du Soleil show “Varekai”, as well as Edison Denisov's
piano composition “Spots on White”. It was the image from which I repelled.
We discussed this with Mummy and he said that the idea is, of course, a good one, but no one
will let us hang the ballerina from the ceiling. And the equipment for this is expensive. So we
decided to create a sensation of soaring in the air with the help of choreography.
I wanted to create a feeling of flight, weightlessness, the unreality of what is happening. The piece
for piano solo with the addition of electronics seemed to me an excellent solution. It lacks size
and measures. This is almost improvisation - fixed improvisation with elements of random
structure (aleatory) - in some episodes I always play in diﬀerent ways. The lack of a clear rhythmic
structure and tonality creates a feeling of sleep. Recorded by notes and graphics, but I played
everything from memory on sound recording.
I thought for a long time how to create a feeling of weightlessness. The solution turned out to be
very simple. Avoid bass, divert material to high register. An important detail is the "reflection" of
short replicas 1-2 octaves higher. As well as large pedal-fed fermatas between them - creating a
“luminous footprint”. Since there are no bars, this play has an infinite number of interpretations.
Bass first appears on page 3 of the text, gradually going down and expanding the range of the
piece in both directions to show all the colors, and the delight of flying, the beauty of a starry
night.
But I made a big mistake. I did not ask about timing. With all the fermatas, reflections and pauses,
the piece turned out for 6.5 minutes. And Mummy told me that the piece is excellent, and it’s very
convenient to dance to it, and all the choreographers liked it ... but in 6.5 minutes the ballerina will
simply die. Even Russian virtuoso. And even more so, school students. Normal ballet solo should
be for 2-3 minutes. But it was hard for me to keep my broad soul within, and it was also
impossible to uncover the essence of this piece for such a short period of time. I did not want to
remove it from the program (this record cost me incredible eﬀorts and a lot of money). Therefore,
Mummy proposed to make a dance of some more fairies and include the exposition of the main
character there. Sitting in the hall, at our two performances, I realized that this was our best
decision of all possible and Nanna created an absolute masterpiece, inspired by the images of the
Russian ballet school, in the best of which she at once studied.
INVISIBLE DANCE
One of the episodes in the book when Rosette comes to Francois in the form of invisibility. It
seemed to me that from a choreographic point of view, it would be interesting to show on stage.
They dance together but Francois does not see her. Mummy gladly embodied this idea. And since
the moment of the Fairy Council and the transformation was missed, he decided to make the
Rosette’s transformation right in this issue and immediately meet with Francois to keep the
storyline as it possible in our conditions. To do this, he himself designed the Rosette’s costume,
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under which that pink “human dress” was dressed. A white skirt and white t-shirt, dressed on top,
made Rosette one of the fairies. At the end of this episode, the Puppet Master rips oﬀ the white
dress from Rosette and "turns" her into a human.
According to the description in the book - there were the dim light of the moon, twinkling stars,
dark alleys of the park. I took the chromatic harmonies floating down to show the twinkling of
stars and the dreamy mood of Francois. The main material begins at the piano, complemented by
short replicas of the harp and duplication of chromatic chords in the part of vibraphone.
Bar 15-16 and rit. lead to the next section Rosette appears. Bar 17 is a light, airy flute of solo,
complemented by replicas of violin, celesta and marimba. Then the flute theme moves to part v. I
at bar 21.
Bar 25 - the culmination, almost complete tutti except celesta and marimba. The orchestration is
condensed, the magical transformation is very close. The Puppet Master rips oﬀ a white dress
from fairy and Rosette and Francois for the first time see each other. The magical transformation
is voiced by the harp glissando and uppercase piano passages.
THE FIRST DAY OF MY HUMAN LIFE
The sketch was written very quickly and tested at the string instruments festival. Subsequently, I
took into account all the comments made to me and lengthened this composition in time.
Rosette became a human, and there are no more "magic instruments." But I wanted to show that
inside herself she still remained a magical creature. The strings glissando at the very end of the
piece created this “magic”, as well as the magic of nascent love between the main characters, the
joy of a new life. For this composition, I chose a string group and a piano, more simple and
“minimalistic” construction of orchestra. Since I have only one instrument in each group, and I
obviously lacked the power there, I wanted to create the impression of a thicker sound and added
voluminous chord accompaniment of the piano. Each string instrument had its own solo line and
they all blended together, based on mass of rich piano sound. In this episode, according to our
general concept with Mummy, the choreography is diﬀerent from the fairy’s.
JOIK
It was originally written for a more modest construction of ensemble. I always wanted to
experiment with the "orchestral sound" in this composition, and I also added the timpani.
The idea, like the name itself, is taken from Sami folk music, which I first met in Norway in 2010. I
liked the idea of the “spell song” itself - when this live improvisation is composed on the go. I
spent a lot of preparatory work in the library, trying to find everything that is possible about this
musical phenomenon. No musicologist can say for sure what it is exactly. After comparing several
sources, I found a rather simple and understandable definition - “A joik is something that repeats
the same thing all the time, until the shaman immerses everyone in a trance.” I wanted to try to
create something like this - and at first I came up with a scale, and from it there are two themes
that are repeated throughout the composition of diﬀerent parts of instruments.
Each time the themes change rhythmically and small details are added/or removed. With each
new circle, the orchestration becomes more and more diﬃcult. The piece is also written in an
changing meter from 3/4 to 6/8. Thus, with the same number of eighth notes, the emphasis
changes. At the very end, I bring both themes together. In my plan, this composition should sound
like an improvisation of village musicians.
What does this have to do with ballet? How does stylisation on Sami music work in a French
fairytale? I conceived a scene in the port - a fun mass dance of passers-by and sailors, to which
Francois and Rosette join. As an example, I really liked the dance scene on the lower deck in the
“Titanic” movie. I did not set myself the task of repeating this, much less writing stylization on Irish
music. I wanted to use stylization of folk music from diﬀerent countries. There are no details
about city or country in the book. There are no details about in what period of time this story was
happening. I can only assume that this is the beginning of 20 century by the dialogues and some
other very little details in the book. So I decided to use my fantasy wherever it will take me. And
use my experience in ethnomusicology in research and recording of folk music and also in
composing stylisations.
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FORGOTTEN DREAMS
The first episode when fairy-spirits come to visit Rosette (the second episode when they pick her
up is “SPIRITS”).
Rosette is sleeping and she has night dreams about her past life. And fairies come to circle in a
dance around her. There is no such episode in the book. I invented it myself to dilute the solo
episodes of the heroes with the corps de ballet.
This is a slow waltz something in the spirit of Sviridov. Three beats creates a spinning eﬀect, since
fairies are not people and they do not walk, but fly. It is waltz, because it is one of the dance
genres that I chose for myself as blanks before starting to write this work (I was planning to have
diﬀerent genres for each character in the story).
The composition form can be represented as: A B A1 B1 A2. The solo melody is given to the
celesta, sparks of starlight are in the part of the glockenspiel, the accompaniment of marimba
with soft mallets - because I need a soft, slightly blurry sound. (With another kind of mallets, the
attack of sound is piercing and sharp).
In bar 17, the horn takes the melody, in bar 21 is complemented by replicas of the flute. Section B
- bar 25 enters the string group with its stretching accompaniment chords, the melody is divided
between woodwinds from cl. to ob., in bar 33 goes to v.I.
Bar 41 section A1, the same material as A, only modified. The melody goes into fl., celesta
becomes an accompaniment.
Bar 57 section B1. Melodic cues appear in turn in all groups of strings and woodwinds.
Bar 73 - section A2 - almost all tutti played by everyone except the glockenspiel. The range is
expanding in both directions. I added a piano part that duplicates both the melody of the violins
and the accompaniment of others because I have only one string instrument in each group and I
do not have enough power, so the piano in the middle of the tessitura gives a good filling and
foundation. The brilliant passages of the flute create the eﬀect of an anxious and restless sleep.
Bar 89 - celesta and piano blended in the last passage, and on bar 93 on a long string pedal the
night dream disappears and the fairies disappear with it.
SPIRITS
I composed this piece at the computer almost immediately in the form in which it was played at
the performance. I replaced the midi piano in the foreground with a live recording that we made in
September with Soley and Albert.
I needed a library of electronic sounds because the eﬀect of the presence of something
otherworldly was not shown in any other way in my opinion. We had no scenery, so the music and
choreography had to be very clear in order to convey the whole meaning of the story to the
listener. This is a new kind of work for me, which I combine with writing the score.
There are four planes or layers in this composition, as I call them:
- Main piano (live sound)
- “Artificial” midi piano
- Chromatic celesta eﬀects
- Waterphone (metall sound)
Rosette is sleeping, and fairies come to her. She does not see them, but knows that they are
nearby. This is my personal addition to the story, because the tale is very minimalistic and most of
the time is devoted to the main characters. And there is nobody else in this fairytale. From the
point of view of drama, this is not breathtakingly. The interaction of the corps de ballet with the
soloists is interesting, the alternation of solo and mass numbers is exciting. And it seemed to me
that from a choreographic point of view, this idea would look good on stage. Choreographers
coped with the task brilliantly.
The contrast between live and artificial piano was conceived by me specifically to show the brink
of life and death, that spiritual despair in which Rosette is. As you already understood, this is my
favorite format of work - to take one thing as a basis and lay everything else on it. In this case, a
live piano is the very foundation with a clearly defined form. The second MIDI piano is given out of
rhythm. Episodes with the repetition of one or more notes in a random (free) order should
resemble a knock at the door, the presence of something otherworldly. The only moment when
the MIDI piano chords hit exactly the strongest beat and go all the way down is the culmination.
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All other episodes of MIDI piano are timeless, which also show the fine line of the world of dreams
and reality. In this scene, these boundaries are mixed, so that it turns out as I intended it.
Chromatic celesta is rustling, distant sounds from somewhere else. The metal rattle of a
waterphone appears unexpectedly and intensifies towards the end, becoming more intense. I
wanted to show how fairies in the form of ghosts fly around Rosette so that the sensation of flying
spirits is in the air. I reviewed more than one library of purely synthetic sounds - because in order
to create an image of something unreal it was necessary to find an unreal sound. I sat and
watched everything in a row and wrote out folders and specific names of sounds in them, looked
whether they fit my plan. But as always, everything turned out to be much simpler and more
banal. I found my “unrealistic” sound in the electronic libraries of the symphony orchestra (!!!) in
the “percussion instruments” tab! This track, like FLYING BALLERINA, I edited myself.
ON MOON LANGUAGE
This name is given in order to emphasize the alien origin of the main character. This is the last
duet of the main characters, the scene before the death of Rosette. She knows that tomorrow will
not come for her, and this is the last night date.
As I said, Mummy softened the tragic end of the tale by inserting a new character - the Puppet
Master. In his interpretation, the Puppet Master simply takes Rosette home to the fairies, and
Francois is left alone and can not understand what it all was - a reality or a dream?
This is an interaction of the duet of the main characters and the corps de ballet. Fairies circle
around Rosette during her last dance with Francois, but they fail to lead her away. At the end, a
Puppet Master appears who leads the fairies. Fairies cause a storm, Puppet Master leads Rosette
away and the storm subsides.
Composition form can be represented as A B A1.
Extreme parts - the material is the same, given in a very little modified orchestration. Middle part
is a duet of the main characters, woven from half-light and shadow. A continuous celesta line
running through, the violin’s harmonics are like light highlights, chromatic replicas are transmitted
from instrument to instrument.
Extreme parts. The last meeting of Rosetta and Francois takes place at night "surrounded by the
sea and stars." The smooth arpeggios at the piano create a splash of waves, and the solo part is
given to the clarinet - whose timbre is thick and dark for me, a little muﬄed, angry. As an example
- Second aria of Cavaradossi from Puccini's “Tosca”. By their significance, the aria of Cavaradossi
and my last duet of the main characters are identical in its meaning. In this aria, this is the scene
before the execution, in my composition, the scene before the death of the main character. Both
heroes did not want to die. In my score, the clarinet solo is given in a lower tessitura than
Puccini's.
I used trills, grace-notes, floating chromatic harmonies because there are fairies in the scene and
because Rosette is a magical creature herself. The storm caused by fairies is shown as a
metaphor of the soul-throwing of the main character.
Bar 16 the first time fairies circling around Rosette appear, bar 27 begins section B and the duo of
Francois and Rosetta, bar 47 episode A1 - heavy timpani appear as an image of evil rock,
woodwinds trills are replaced by pulsating eight notes to create tension. In the v.I and v.II parts,
the melody of the violins is replaced by a tremolo, also to create tension. Dynamics increases
from f to ﬀ. And everything unexpectedly ends - bar 54 - the lonely interrogative replica of the
piano and Francois is left alone on the stage. The curtain is closing.

